Concrete look paint
With white primer
Floor and stairs:
Untreated concrete
When painting, always ensure a well-ventilated and heated room. The ideal temperature for
painting a floor is 15°C. Do not paint in direct sunlight or an area that is too cold or too
humid. Cover surrounding furniture with foil. Cover any baseboards and bottom of walls
with suitable masking tape. The surface must be clean, dry and free of grease. Concrete look
paint is a decorative paint that gives the surface a concrete look.
ATTENTION!! Not every concrete surface can be painted over, consult the packaging or the
manufacturer of the concrete surface. Concrete look paint has not been developed for
floors, but with the right pre and after treatment it is possible. However, we make no
warranty on this.
A special Concrete Look Paint Primer should always be applied under Concrete Look Paint.
For horizontal surfaces, let the first coat of primer dry for at least 12 hours and the second
coat of primer to dry for at least 6 hours. Then paint the floor with 1 layer of concrete look
paint. Concrete look paint is completely cured after 30 days. Horizontal surfaces should
always be painted with a 2-component paint.
Necessities:
- Cover film
- Masking tape
- Bucket of water and a cloth
- Cushion for under your knees
- Protective clothing
- A transparent primer
- Sandpaper grit 80 and 230
- Vacuum cleaner
- Paint tray
- Roller and possibly a stick for the roller
- 2 stir sticks
- Smaller brush for the edges
- Concrete look Paint brush
- Enough Concrete Look Paint Primer white for 2 layers
- Concrete look Paint on color for 1 layer

1. Attention! Not every concrete surface can be painted over! Consult the packaging or the
supplier of the product.
2. If necessary, cover the area with protective film
3. Mask skirting boards and the bottom of walls with suitable masking tape
4. Vacuum the surface carefully
5. Prime the surface with a primer to release the suction
6. Vacuum the surface carefully
7. Stir the primer well
8. Carefully pour the primer into a suitable paint container
9. First paint along the baseboards or walls with a smaller brush
10. Run the roller or brush through the primer, making sure that the primer is evenly
distributed over the roller or brush
11. Start painting and spread the primer well
12. Let the first coat of primer dry for at least 12 hours, consult the label or manual
13. Then put on the second coat of primer and let it dry for at least 6 hours
14. Apply the Concrete Look Paint in 1 layer with a Concrete Look Paint brush
15. Remove the masking tape immediately after painting
16. The sludge in the paint dries flat, this takes longer than with other types of paint, take
into account the use of stairs. If desired, paint the steps alternately so that the stairs can still
be walked on.
17. Finish horizontal surfaces with at least 3 layers of 2-component paint, consult the label or
manual. Sand the 2 component layers in the meantime with sandpaper grit 230.

